I greet this month of March with
shades of green in Celebration of St
Patrick's Day on 17th March.
So its been a windy month with not
very much rain, which is not necessarily a good thing. Our field has fared
pretty well so far.
This month of March welcomes our
first event for the WDA Club, so just
want to remind members, etc., of the upcoming
“Spring Cleaning Swap Meet” to be held weekend
of Mar 20-21. Please refer to the calendar of events
on the WDA website, for time and more details. And
you can also view the flyer in this newsletter issue.
Not much else to report this month….
My quote for the month is: Wear Green, Spend Green but don’t turn Green on St. Paddys day.
WDA Prez signing off..
Randy Sizemore.
Prez Sez
Randy Sizemore
WDA General Meeting Minutes
Mike O’Kane
WDA Board Meeting Minutes
Mike O’Kane
Modeler’s Corner
R. Geertson
It Won’t Start by Hand?
R. Geertson
Davis Aeromoderls Newsletter, 20 years ago…
Upcoming events

The March General meeting will be held at
the Club Field on Saturday Feb. 13th at
10AM. Watch the WEB page for any changes. Flying is closed during the meeting. Masks are required by Yolo County
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General Members Meeting
February 13, 2021
Meeting location Burgdorph Henson Field
Board Members present: Randy Sizemore, John Eaton, Mike O’Kane, Doug Barton, Keith Young, Forrest Barton,
Dan Winters, and Jeff Lovitt.
Meeting called to order by Randy Sizemore.
January meeting minutes reviewed, motion for approval, 2nd, and received a majority vote to pass.
6 General members are present.
Recognition of guests and new members, 2 new members present
Officer reports
President: Randy Sizemore
Vice President: Forrest Barton.
Secretary: Mike O’Kane
Chair Reports:
Treasury: There is $3,745.000 in Checking, monthly expense were $111.00
Membership: John reports there are approximately 61 membership cards issued to date. Membership renewal is
ongoing, John can accept PayPal utilizing Friends and relative’s method. PayPal address is WDA2100@yahoo.com.
Note: Membership work points have been waived for the 2021 season due to Covid-19 hardship, those who have the
ability to pay their points are encouraged to donate. Your consideration is appreciated.
Safety Chair: Covid-19 concerns were discussed, masks and distance separation needs to be maintained. The
Board appointed Jonathan Stemen as the new Field Safety Chair.
Field Chair: Art Williams is present, there is a need of help with Thursday mowing. The Club is in need of another
lawn tractor to pull the rotary mowers, the lawn tractor does not need to have a working mower deck. Please consider reaching out to Art.
News Letter: Rich Geertson is always looking for any article you care to see published pleases send to Rich’s attention and mention the article is for inclusion in the NEWS Letter. Share your past or current build with the Club.
Points Chair: Stein Buer has volunteered to maintain the 2021 points system. The point tally is current as of this
meeting.
WEB Page: Kerry has the WEB current
Old Business:
No current activity re: the levy road gate as of this meeting
Woodland Christian after school STEP program.
This project has been postponed indefinitely due to Covid-19 issues.
Item open
Copious model plans (container/plans)
The Club intent is to categorize the plans and preserve the vintage model plans.
Item is open
New Business:
Event scheduling contact Forrest Barton with the event and date request.
The Club has been notified of a potential house donation to the Club, research is being done to see if there is conflict
with our Non-profit status, more to come. Item open.
Donations: If you would like to donate an item to the Club please contact Mike O’Kane, Keith Young or any Board
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Officer or Board member for approval. Please do not drop off any items until the Board has approved the donation.
The Club will issue a Tax deductible Donation Letter for eligible donations.
Doug Barton offered to donate a riding mower, donation was accepted by the Board.
Events: Forrest received 3 notifications for this year’s event, Pattern, Helicopter Scale Masters and the Fred Bergdorph Memorial race. Events are being planned but continue to require Board approval based on Covid Virus concerns. Item open.
WDA Spring Cleanup and Swap meeting is scheduled for March 20th and 21st, flyer has been sent out and is available on the WEB home page.
Float Fly: Lake Minden rates have increased a significant amount, Camp Fire West is being considered as a replacement. No current float events are currently scheduled. Item open.
Shade Structure: The structure located in the North East corner of the Pit area was demolished by the last wind
storm, a cost is being prepared to rebuild it similar to the structure just North of it. Item Open
Club sign repair/paint on the levy road is in progress but is waiting for better weather to be worked. Open Item.
Show and tell: None
Next General meeting will be held at the Field on Saturday, March 13, at 1000.
The gate lock combination will change after the February meeting
Set aside Saturday the 13th and come out to the meeting, bring an aircraft to fly and enjoy the field.
Meeting adjourned.

Board Members Meeting
February 11, 2021
ZOOM meeting
Board Members present: Randy Sizemore, Forrest Barton, John Eaton, Mike O’Kane, Doug Barton and Jeff Lovitt,
Danny Winters and Keith Young.
Meeting was conducted via a ZOOM conference video on 2-11-21. Board meeting reconvened at the Field on 2-1321, Danny and Keith not present.
Meeting called to order by Randy Sizemore.
Discussion regarding the house donation led to a motion for legal fees that would be involved in transferring the
house to WDA. John has question into the accountant regarding how this fits with our non-profit status, answers
pending.
At the ZOOM meeting Chris Dellinger motioned, that a $5,000.00 expenditure for legal fees and retainer be approved
that are related to transferring the donated house to WDA, 2nd by Danny Winters. No further discussions
Levee Gate:

No current activity

Keith Young offered to donate 2 additional tables he will construct, motion made to approve Keith’s donation, 2nd
made, vote to approve was unanimous.
Doug Barton offered to donate a used ride-on mower to the Club. A motion was made to accept the donation, 2nd
was made, unanimous vote followed, motion passed.
Meeting adjourned
Next Board meeting via Zoom on Friday March 5 @ 7:00pm
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This month the topic is ENGINES. I am told
that the KEY to a successful twin engine aircraft is/are RELIABLE engines… not necessarily two engines that run at EXACTLY the SAME
RPM at every throttle setting, but DO RUN at
every throttle setting, and only quit when you WANT them to. I took this as a perfect opportunity to make a new engine test stand to set up and run-in the O.S. 33cc gassers destined
to power my F5F Skyrocket. I designed the test stand to accommodate virtually any engine I
may ever want to run in the future, and in this case, TWO engines at the same time.
One thing I noticed immediately upon attempting to run the O.S. engines for the first time,
was both engines were too lean from the factory. After richening both needles substantially,
both engines started by hand and were running nicely. I ran-in the engines with the FLYING
props, which are ‘scale-ish’ 3-blade 18x10s. After the engines were broken in sufficiently for
sustained full throttle runs and rpm comparisons, I found these props represent quite a
LOAD, as neither engine would top 4900 rpm… I am sure this is well below the engine’s peak
HP output, but may be in the fat portion of the torque curve. While that rpm might suggest
the engines are over-propped, at no time did either engine exhibit ANY signs of over-heating.
The thrust produced was SUBSTANTIAL and I am thinking the props will unload in the air, so
we will see…
The engines exhibit typically high O.S. quality and my only complaint is that the engines can
and will start up running backwards. That is fairly odd for a gasser, but it is what it is. Not a
big problem just an occasional nuisance. Also typical of a single cylinder, the engines have an
rpm at which they vibrate substantially. A few hundred rpm either way, and they smooth out.
I will admit, it was rather daunting to stand in front of these two engines at full throttle, taking rpm readings, but sacrifices must be made!
In the course of my break-in and testing I also found that operating both throttle servos via
‘Y’ connector to the receiver throttle channel, was NOT going to suffice as a mean of adjusting both engines to run as closely to one another as possible. Because a single turn of a
throttle linkage clevis resulted in too much adjustment, I ultimately set the throttles up on
separate channels in a Master/Slave configuration so that I could fine tune each throttle via
the radio.
My test stand held up very well and both engines are performing within 100 rpm (or less) of
each other at every throttle setting and both will idle reliably at about 1400 rpm. Now I just
need to FINISH the airplane!
Here is a video I made of the O.S. 33’s being run: https://youtu.be/OyW9uQeOmWs
My test stand was built out of 5/8” and 3/8” plywood. Everything was initially screwed and
glued together with Gorilla Glue, and then the screws were removed and replaced with
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Dowels. After a good sanding, the entire unit was coated with finishing resin. After the first
coat, I added a layer of medium fiberglass cloth to the entire front, and an extremely heavy
layer of glass to the back of the box where engine bolts are tightened.
I also intended this unit to accommodate all sizes of glow engine and made a simple addition
that attached to the top with 2 bolts. It was important to me to accommodate engine

support equipment in a protected area of the
stand, so I added a shelf. What I REALLY like
about this unit is the height of everything. I can
stand normally and start and tune my engines.
The glow addition can also be mounted on the side of the box, for running applications where
the engine will be mounted on its side.
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While on the topic of engines, I finally got around to “cataloging” my engines on a spread
sheet, and in a pictorial so that anyone could I.D. them and ascertain the approx. value of
each. This was done at the behest of my wife, who, for some odd reason, isn’t super excited
about inheriting my engine collection should I unexpectedly assume room temperature..?
A complete pictorial guide to my collection can be found at the WDA website: wdarc.org
Click on PHOTOS, and there you can view my engine obsession in all its glory ;-)
Progress on the F5F Skyrocket continues, although at a seemingly slower pace. This is the
natural progression of moving from the completion of large sub-sections, to smaller, more
detailed areas. I have spent quite a bit of time filling and sanding low spots. I use light
spackle for this task, but have found the “new and improved” version doesn’t harden like the
older version, which also creates some sanding challenges.
This aircraft is NOT intended to be exact scale—not even close—yet, there are areas that
would be so glaringly evident if they were not given some scale finesse, I am compelled to
add some details. Case in point: the prototype Skyrocket had very prominent SCOOPS atop
both cowls. I created these as I do most everything else… on the fly… Starting with a thin
balsa outline of the scoop base, I began adding soft scrap balsa that could be easily sanded
to shape. Once I had an initial foundation, I
fiberglassed the bottoms to stiffen the assemblies and allow me to work with them, sanding
and shaping without breaking them. I added
BONDO to rough-in the depth and outline. After more shaping, I then added light spackle.
This took DAYS to set up and after totally dry,
still felt somewhat soft. Don’t you love it when
manufacturers “improve” something that was
working perfectly fine?
More sanding, more thin applications of spackle, and once I had two comparable, “scale-ish”
scoops, I applied
glass cloth to
both. After more
sanding and shaping, they were
epoxied to the
cowls, then a mixture of epoxy and
micro-balloons
was used to create
the filet around
the bases. More
sanding and I
think I am just
about there…
I also opened up
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the cowls to make the scoops functional, directing cooling air into the engine bays. Notice
also, the left and right hatches on either side of the engine nacelles… these allow access to
the throttle servos and engine ignitions. The hatches were made from excess cowl material
that had to be trimmed away from the back half of each cowl to arrive at the correct cowl
depth. This was a “two-fer” as the fiberglass is both thin and strong, and at the correct
curve… the PERFECT hatch material! Also notice all the spackle on the upper portion of the
fuselage… after sheeting, it was painfully obvious where each bulkhead was located as the
sheeting did not exhibit a nice compound curved shape, but rather an angular shape as it
conformed to each bulkhead, hence, copious applications of spackle (and sanding) to build up
the surface to a nice compound curve. Dittos the engine nacelles. Once satisfied, the entire
fuselage will be fiberglassed… then more sanding, filling, priming, sanding… with the goal being a SPRING painting! Additional items are the vinyl markings, which I have already received from Kirby’s Custom graphics, and two fiberglass dummy radials, which are en route.
As the late, GREAT Rush Limbaugh used to say, “Having more fun than a
human being should be allowed to have!”
Rich Geertson
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IT Won’t START by HAND? Something is WRONG
I am sure I did not originate this quip, but for the past 20 years, when it comes to gas engines, I have used it countless times. This isn’t me being a know-it-all; it is bitter experience
speaking truth.
Now, I am positive we can all come up with exceptions to my rule, but I stand by it, regardless: IF your gas engine will not start by hand, something is wrong. With the aforementioned, EXCEEDINGLY RARE exception, you should never need an electric starter to start a
gas engine, electronic ignition or magneto. NEVER.
This does not apply to glow engines, although the vast majority of glow engines should also
readily start by hand. Most of us choose to use an electric starter just to keep our digits safe
from a sharp propeller.
But GAS ignition engines are different and even simpler than glow ignition. IF you have air,
fuel and spark, they should at least “bark!” IF not, something is wrong… best to find out
what it is and save yourself grief in the future.
I have run gas engines of every size and type… 2 and 4 stroke, single and multi-cylinder including radials. I use the SAME starting procedure for every one of them:
IGNITION OFF
 Half throttle
 CHOKE ON
 4-5 prop flips. Once you develop an ear for it, you can HEAR the sound of the compression stroke with a good slug of gas in the combustion chamber(s)


Throttle cracked 2-3 clicks from low
 IGNITION ON
 CHOKE STILL ON
 Flip the prop until the engine “barks”


CHOKE OFF
 Flip the prop until the engine starts


I can come up with a half dozen scenarios in which this process may need to be altered
somewhat, but those are the exceptions.
ONCE your gas engine is properly tuned, this method should work 99.9% of the time. IF it
does not, SOMETHING IS WRONG. Probably best to find it and fix it, rather than resorting to
an electric starter, which may very well get the engine started, but may also fool you into
thinking all is well.
Hand starting has other benefits. Once you get the feel for your engines, you can tell if the
compression is what it should be – or has it changed?
You will know approx.. how many prop rotations are required for proper prime – if it changes,
you may have a carburetor pump problem, tank problem, or some other fuel delivery issue.
You will know about how many stabs at the prop are required, with ignition ON, for the engine to light off. IF things have changed drastically, perhaps the ignition system requires service?
When was the last time you changed or even looked at the spark plug? Is it a nice chocolate
brown color? How about the ignition battery and switch – are they both in good working
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order? When was the last time you cycled/checked your ignition battery capacity? Are all the
connections held together with some sort of ‘keeper?’
IF the engine wants to die at full throttle or all of a sudden, requires the high speed needle be
richened considerably, the carburetor pump diaphragm probably requires replacement.
There is NO predicting when the diaphragm will lose its resiliency, but it isn’t a matter of IF,
but WHEN.
The most fastidious modelers will replace the diaphragm and internal filter/screen annually,
regardless. Cheap preventive maintenance.
As far as that “magical” fuel / oil mixture, I can’t say there is one.
However, for 2 strokes I have used Red Line from 32:1 to 50:1 mixtures, with good results.
For four strokes, I have been “schooled” that some oils (like Red Line) are NOT sufficient for
a four stroke with its complex valve train in need of lubrication.
For my four stroke gas engines, I have been using Amsoil DOMINATOR @ 40:1. For simplicity, I am using Amsoil Dominator @ 40:1 in both 2 and 4 strokes, with excellent results.
The EXCEPTION would be my Saitos, which require TWICE the oil @ 20:1.
Ultimately, WHICH OIL you use is probably less important than other factors, like PROPER
ENGINE COOLING, PROP SIZE, and CARBURETOR TUNING… just as long as you run the oils
at the Manufacturer’s recommended RATIO. Don’t use 2 stroke oils designed for outboard
motors, btw.
Your gas engines should start easily, by hand, hot or cold, and once adjusted, rarely, if ever,
require the high or low speed carburetor needles to be touched.
Rich Geertson

Looking for: Coverite Presto Chrome covering.
Will pay $20/ sealed roll.
Let me know if you guys
have any or know of anyone
who does.
Jeff Lovitt (530) 304-4780
jlovitt@sbcglobal.net
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WDA website

www.wdarc.org
President
(916) 804-4250

Randy Sizemore
reddogusa1@aol.com

Vice President
(530) 662-6324

Forrest Barton
cbarton328@aol.com

Treasurer
(530) 681-5316

John Eaton
johneaton@sbcglobal.net

Secretary
(530) 796-4377

Mike O'Kane
micharlokane@gmail.com

Board members:
Doug Barton

(530) 662-6469
controlinedoug@aol.com

Chris Dellinger

(707) 446-9647
cdellin@sbcglobal.net

Flight instructors:
 John Eaton

(530) 681-5316
johneaton@sbcglobal.net
 Carlos Reyes (650) 243-8894
carsii@hotmail.com

Woodland Davis Aeromodelers
42875 County Rd. 29
Davis, CA

Jet Turbine Instructors
 OPEN
Membership
John Eaton

(530) 681-5316

goldeneramodel.com

Safety Officer
Jonathan Stemen (916) 666-2868

Jon@radialaviation.com

 Keith Young (530) 848-3666

Helicopter Instructor (Only):

Field Maintenance
Art Williams
Points
Stein Buer

(916) 850-9457

steinbuer@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor
Richard Geertson (707) 693-9537

geertson@sbcglobal.net

(530) 848-3666
k_young52@yahoo.com

Web
Kerry Roberson

(661) 978-1992

flybaby1569@gmail.com

Jeff Lovitt

(530 304-4780)
jlovitt@sbcglobal.net

Club Advocacy
Lou Fox

(530) 753-9331

loujfox@yahoo.com

Danny Winters

(916) 342-0679
win51@comcast.net

SNACK SHACK
Mike O’Kane

(530) 796-4377

micharlokane@gmail.com

 OPEN

Woodland/Davis Aeromodelers
c/o Richard geertson
800 collier dr.
dixon, CA 95620

Keith Young

Multi-rotor Drones
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